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Cindy Wonderful's guide to Keeping your LOVE LIFE ALIVE!!!!

Cindy Wonderful's Guide to Keeping Romance Alive in the Bedroom.

Many of you readers my be firmiliar with a term known as Noun Bed Death".

It is when I Adjective couple experience a lack of sexual inspiration, and Adverb stop having sex

all together. It is an Adjective plague ruining many otherwise Adjective and Adjective

relationships. Even couples who start off hot and Adjective are not safe from this. If you are the grips of

this Adjective illness, or if you would like to avoid this Adjective tragedy all together, here are

some quick and easy steps that can insure that you can have the sensual and Adjective love life of your

dreams.

Step 1. Try something new, switch positions, use toys, or Noun scented oils,role play, try new locations,

purpose a Number . If you started of kinky, perhaps now is the time to try something vanilla and

Adjective . Whatever the case Treat your love making like a new and Adjective advenutre, you

may discover you enjoy things you never imagined.



Step 2. Put yourself in a Sexy mind set. Some examples might include wearing somethings Adjective

burnings Plural noun or candles, trying a new perfrume or cologne, listening to some Adjective

music. This varies from person to person, find out what works for you.

Step 3. Keep things spontaneous and Adjective . Its ok to plan something special, but make sure to leave

room for things to go in different and unexpected directions.

Setp 4.KEEP UP AN ATTRACTIVE APPEARANCE. It is true that beauty is in the Noun of the

beholder, so it's important to maintain the same Adjective appearance your mate beheld when he or she

first laid eyes on you.

Step 5. Stay fit. Verb a balanced diet, get plenty of rest, and exercise Adverb .

Aything that increases your heart rate and Verb your cardiovascular system - can significantly enhance

sexual response. Plus The better you feel about and inside yourself, the better you will feel in the bedroom.



Step 6. Be open to communication. There are lots of ways to communicate non verbally like movements,

Verb eye contact. Paying attention to how someone is Verb ending in ing and the things they

respond to, you can have clues to get you closer to mind Verb ending in ing sex. HOWEVER if these

methods don't work, don't be afraid to SAY WHAT YOU WANT, and by the same token, be open if your

partner also expresses what they want. Nothing kills a sexy mood faster then being Adjective in bed.

7. BE OPEN TO GROWTH AND CHANGE. The desires and interests that you and your partner had in the

begining of your relationship may not be the same as they are today. Give yourself and your partner freedom to

Verb . This sets an atmosphere that not only Verb your sex life but aslo relationship in general.
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